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Robinson Crusoe :
After reading the text answer the following questions :
1.Where was he sailing to when his ship hit the rocks ?
He was sailing to Africa.
2.Robinson was unhappy when he walked to the top of the highest hill .Justify this ?
Because he saw that he was on an island.
3.What did he use to make a tent ?
Ship's sails, rope and pieces of wood.
4.Robinon had a very fine tent after a lot of hard work . Write the materials that he used .
Ship's sails, rope and pieces of wood.
5.Quote a sentence which indicates that Robinson found the suitable place to make a home
After time, I found a little cave in the side of the hill. In front of it, there was a good place to
make a home.
6.Critical thinking :
What would you do if you were lost in a desert island ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7.Complete the following .
A .He cut down young trees to make fence.
B .He used the ship’s ropes to make a tent .
8.What does the pronoun “it” in “It was on some rocks near the island “ in the third line
refer to ?
Ship.
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9. Match between the word and its definition :

A

cut down

D

something built out of wood or metal around a piece of land

B

shelter

A

to make something fall down

C

survivor

C

a person that lives after something dangerous happens to him

D

fence

B

a small building that keeps you safe
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